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music and dance studio
music and dance studios
The music and dance studios are housed
in the Atelier building, a facility dedicated
to the arts and creative pursuits. Upper and
lower sections have been incorporated into
the building design to take advantage of the
natural slope of the site.
In the upper area, the facility accommodates
6 individual music tuition studios that range
in size from 9 to 13 square metres. These are
soundproofed and have their own climate
control. They are very well suited to dedicated
one-on-one tuition or can be just as effective
with small groups for practice and training.
The facility also has a major music studio
of 100 square metres which has a full glass
wall overlooking the countryside and is
well equipped for larger rehearsals. It is
an exceptional practice space and is
also equipped with a data projector and
whiteboard.
In the lower area overlooking the freeway and
adjoining hills face is the dance studio of 70
square metres. It is set up with a rubber based
floor, wall mirrors and dance beams. It has
its own climate control with dual outlets that
provide highly efficient air flow throughout the
space.
The dance studio also has its own external
door and washroom which makes it a very
accessible and individual space. It is designed
to cater for group and private tuition, as well
as general practice or rehearsals.

cornerstone facilities
music and dance studio

Hire Fee Charges
Facility Description
Dance Studio / Small Theatrette

Hire Duration
Day Hire

Half Day Hire

$230.00

$115.00

Supporting Services

Hire Duration
Day Hire

Additional Cleaning
Digital Projection Equipment

TENILLE SEARL
Facilities Coordinator
68 Adelaide Road, PO Box 820
Mount Barker SA 5251
direct line: 08 8398 6040
p: 08 8398 6000
f: 08 8398 6098
m: 0408 802 935
e: tsearl@cornerstone.sa.edu.au
www.cornerstone.sa.edu.au

Half Day Hire
$30.00 / hour

$100.00

